
Do it yourself Greenhouse Gardening
Information.

 Search

Join Our Free Newsletter and Instantly
Receive:

Our 22 page Ebook: Introduction to Greenhouse Gardening
Backyard Ecosystem - Napkin – Explanation [5 min. Video]
Step by Step - Our Hoop House Illustrated build plans.
Updates and Information.

This Website came about for two reasons:

1. First was a keen interest in backyard gardening and greenhouses (and
my new found obsession - Aquaponics)

2. Secondly was a fascination with the Internet and how so many people
are able to get their ideas out there for people to see.

So this site is in service to the innovative greenhouse gardening ideas, for
backyard greenhouses, community gardens, and small backyard nurseries. 

(We are in the Works to allow visitors the ability to post comments,
pictures, and videos in order to share what works for you).

I will admit, off the bat, that I have not tried all of the ideas that are
displayed on this site first hand.

However, I haven't posted anything that, after thorough review, I do not
believe to be worth while, of interest, or just to be plain entertaining. And I
am working my way down the list and am reviewing as I go.

And believe me I have scoured through a lot of Crappy Information to find
the gems, or what I believe to be gems, of information offered here.

The Backyard Ecosystem Top Topics of Interest:

Greenhouse Plans - Build your own (Be sure to Join our Newsletter and
you can take a look at the .pdf we made of our Hoop House Build -
Step by Step with Pictures.

Greenhouses - Do It Yourself Plans, Kits, and Growing information.

Hoop House Greenhouses,Poly Tunnels or High Tunnels (all the same
thing) - we'll show you why we believe Hoop Houses are the best
choice for year round food production.

Aquaponics - Fish and Vegetables growing together.

Vermiculture - Worms (Composting on Steroids)

Chicken Coops and Ducks (The ultimate Greenhouse Pets)

Insects - They made the list, but possibly not for the reasons you
maybe thinking....

Canning and Food Preserving

Backyard Nursery - This is a New one, we received questions on
Backyard Nursery - so we put together some of the Better resources.
Mike's info is Great!!

As a busy guy with a young Family, this is as close to an all around 4 Season
Gardening method as I could find. The great Ron Popeil's quote often comes
to mind after I leave the greenhouse:, "Set it and Forget it".
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to mind after I leave the greenhouse:, "Set it and Forget it".

Greenhouse Gardening Video Update:
(Long Intro, and Music, are works in progress:). 

For information and Plans for Building a Hoop House be sure to check
out: Greenhouse Plans Page

Or, be sure to sign up to our Newsletter to keep in touch, and see Step by
Step instructions of our Hoop House with Pictures.

These two, for me, after endless research and actually doing it would have
to be the best place to start.

Especially, if like me, time is an issue but you really want to produce
vegetables and Food in your own backyard:

1) Building a Hoop House Greenhouse

and

2) Growing Vegetables using a little bit of an Unorthodox approach to Organic
Vegetable Gardening...

If you have any comments, good or..... I guess bad too. Please leave them
on the Videos Youtube page. We will be adding more video too, so if you're
interested please subscribe and share.

We will also review the comments often to give us more ideas for upcoming
videos, and reviews.

Greenhouse Gardening Information for the Backyard, Urban, and Small
Nursery/Greenhouse Grower.

Here is some of the most popular information on our site:

Mike is more than just the "Dumb Ole Dirt
Farmer" that he claims to be.

Backyard Nursery Information

Self Watering Container
Plans

Make your own Self Watering Container
out of buckets or Tupperware containers.

Don't want to make your own. There is
also information about Earthboxes too.

These are great, either or.

Free Self Watering Container Plans

Jonathan White: Food 4
Wealth

We just set-up this system in one of our
Poly Tunnel Greenhouses or Hoop House.

It is a great fit. Be sure to take a look.
Jonathan is a passionate guy. See below

for our full review.

Food 4 Wealth - Reviewed

Aquaponic Plans

These plans are offered from Travis
Hughey. An independent gardening

enthusiast.

Links on this page will take you to Travis's
free e-book.

A Malispina college student shares a video
of her completed Barrelponic project.

Complete with Tilapia.

Backyard Greenhouses www.greenhousemegastore.com

Easy to Build Backyard Greenhouses.
Everything You Need - Ships Free!
Greenhouse Kit Specialist LittleGreenhouse.com

Huge selection of greenhouse kits & lots of
supplies. Great Prices!

Greenhouses www.GothicArchGreenhouses.com
Most trusted name in Greenhouses since 1946 -
Shipped Worldwide!

Sears® Lawn & Garden www.sears.com/Greenhouse
Save on Quality Products at Sears®. Buy Online &
Pick up in-Store!
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1. Greenhouse Plans and Designs - Free Resources

We've scoured the internet to bring you the best designs and
Greenhouse plans that are available on the internet. From Recycled
materials to PVC pipe and everything in between.

2. Greenhouse Kits

So what is available in a Greenhouse Kit? The types of kits available
along with the Pros and Cons of each material used.

3. Top Year Round Gardening Resources - Reviews

Here are a couple of my favorite Year Round Gardening Resources. You
may be interested in our Greenhouse Books page as well.

4. Self Watering Containers / Introduction to Greenhouse Gardening

Self watering containers are great for growing added vegetables. Easily
portable, and the best: No Weeding or Watering necessary!! Free Plans
inside! Try one for yourself.

5. Hoop Houses / High Tunnels

I believe that the Hoop House needs a special mention on it's own.
Vegetables can be grown year round, without the need of artificial heat
etc.... Be sure to take a look at the resources above if you are truly
interested in the Hoop House.

6. Epcot Center - Land Pavillion Ride Video

This, in my opinion, is a very inspirational Video. Take a look at the
possibilities that a Greenhouse has to offer.

7. Dirt or Soil Care

It all comes down to dirt.

8. Aquaponics - growing Fish and Plants together

I was never completely sold on Hydroponic gardening because of the
nutrients, and fertilizers. I love fish, and I am completely sold on
Aquaponics!

9. Rain Barrels

Rain Barrels to water your Garden. Brilliant.

Contact Us:

We would love to hear from you. Give us your feedback, suggestions,
questions..... Contact Us Here.

There is no better time to become more self reliant and produce your
own fruits and vegetables.

The best part is that they will come from your own back yard, not having to
travel half way around the world to make it to your table.

Greenhouse gardening is also a Great way to share your hobby with others.

Free Aquaponics (Fish and
Vegetables) Plans

Free Greenhouse Plans
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What a great way for kids to learn about their environment and
ecosystem. Food can be grown!

Easily Navigate Our Site:
Here is a list of some of our pages to help navigate our site, and if you ever
have any questions or suggestions, please be sure to visit our Contact Us
Page:

Greenhouse Gardening Blog
The Greenhouse Gardening Blog keeps you up-to-date with all additions
and changes to the 123-greenhouse-gardening.com Web site. Subscribe
here.

123 Greenhouse Gardening Newsletter
Stay informed of our sites updates and receive on going greenhouse
information and support.

Greenhouse Gardening Search Page
Greenhouse Gardening Site Map - Search Page. 

Contact Us - 123 Greenhouse Gardening
123 Greenhouse Gardening. Have any questions, suggestions or
comments?

Do it yourself Greenhouse Plans
Build your own greenhouse using these free greenhouse plans.

Start Your Own Backyard Nursery.
Ever thought of starting your own backyard nursery? Learn as much as
you can.

Build Your Own Greenhouse ; Vegetables year round, or make
money growing plants.
Build your own greenhouse, either from scratch using greenhouse plans, or
use a kit.

Greenhouse Videos
A Greenhouse Videos Archive of how to gardening information. We have
watched a lot of videos, we feel that these are the best.

Greenhouse Growing
Greenhouse growing: Vegetables, plants, projects - a greenhouse offers
so many possibilities. Take a look at this video for some ideas.

Greenhouse Gardening: Fun and rewarding Hobby, or Business?
Overview of Greenhouse Gardening, Brief description of some of the
information listed on our site. And a brief overview of Greenhouse
Gardening.

Greenhouse Vegetables - Your own produce section.
Growing Greenhouse vegetables offers so many benefits. Once you try
home grown vegetables, chances are you won't want to go back to store
bought.

Building Healthy Soil: The cure for all of your gardening woes?
Building Healthy Soil: Have a look at this movie, it is highly recommended.

Compost Bin: The cure all for any garden - take a look at the
resources.
Compost Bin: Set up, Maintenance and a list of what to add.

Vegetable Container Gardening with Self Watering Containers
Vegetable Container Gardening with Self Watering Containers

Greenhouse Materials - What are the options?
Greenhouse materials needed and used.

Greenhouse Equipment - what is available to the greenhouse hobby
grower?
Greenhouse Equipment is meant to add to the greenhouse growing
experience. Which ones are necessities and which ones are luxuries?

Greenhouse Heat 101
The ins and outs of Greenhouse Heat. Heating 101.
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Solar Greenhouse Gardening
Learn how to trap as much heat in your solar greenhouse as possible.
Using as much of the sun's heat means having to use less artificial heat.

Greenhouse Kit: What's available?
Greenhouse Kit: What are the options, and whick one is the right choice
for you. The Pros and Cons.

Greenhouse Design
Greenhouse Design: so many designs to choose from. Which one is best?

Hoop House Greenhouse - are they right for you?
Hoop House Greenhouses - Pros and Cons - and some pics of ours being
constructed

Portable Greenhouse
Portable Greenhouse Information and buyer's guide to choosing the right
greenhouse for you.

Patio Greenhouses - small but practicle
Patio Greenhouses offer the same benefits of a larger greenhouse. Just on
a smaller scale.

Urban Gardening - Grow your Food in the City, or maybe even Grow
a Community
Urban Gardening is a trend that is growing in poppularity. Many people are
growing their own food year round, right in the in the middle of the 

Aquaponics System - in your own backyard
Grow Fish and Produce together with an Aquaponics System in your own
Backyard System.

Chicken Coops Backyard Eggs: Everything you need from your own
backyard.
Here are some great ideas for Chicken Coops backyard, eggs. Take a look
at the Chicken Coop Videos as well.

Greenhouse Gardening Vegetables - Check out this Video
Greenhouse Gardening Vegetables are a great way to make sure that
there is always a fresh supply of vegetable on the table. Take a look at
this video for inspiration.

Rain Barrels
Rain Barrels: Videos, information and ideas. Everything from Barrels to Rain
Chains to Water Pumps, plus a lot more.

Search Site
Search site for Greenhouse Gardening and more.

Greenhouse Gardening Tips - Plan To Succeed
There are a lot of Greenhouse Gardening Tips available out there. Every
gardener has their own tricks and tips to ensuring a great yield. 

Greenhouse Gardening Site Map
Navigate easily through the Greenhouse Gardening website.

Cheap Greenhouses - Looking to Build a Greenhouse on a Smaller
Budget?
Cheap Greenhouses do not necessarily equal low quality greenhouses, or
at least they don't have to.

Privacy Policy
Privacy Policy for www.123-greenhouse-gardening.com

Greenhouse Bench - Store bought or Self made?
A Greenhouse Bench is a great tool. Here are some things to look for.

Greenhouse Glazing Materials - What's covering your Greenhouse?
Greenhouse Glazing Materials - there are a few options - here they are.

Container Gardening Vegetables - the possibilities are endless.
Container Gardening Vegetables let anybody grow vegetables, no matter
where they live. Pluse Free SW container plans.

How does a Greenhouse Work ?
How Does a Greenhouse Work ? - An Explanation [Video Included]
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Share this page: 
What's This?

Enjoy this page? Please pay it forward. Here's how...
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